Transient osteoporosis of the hip in pregnancy: the orthopaedic management of bilateral neck of femur fractures in the third trimester
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SUMMARY
Transient osteoporosis of the hip (TOH) is a rare cause of pelvic pain in the third trimester of pregnancy and post partum. Although several cases have been reported in literature, its aetiology is poorly understood. The diagnosis is commonly missed in pregnancy, as the presenting symptoms can be vague, and the risks of radiographic imaging deter clinicians from pursuing investigation. In extreme cases, this pathology presents with neck of femur fractures, with no current guidelines on optimal management. We describe the case of a 24-year-old woman who presented with bilateral neck of femur fractures at 34 weeks gestation. Following an emergency caesarean section, operative management consisted of bilateral closed reduction and internal fixation using dynamic hip screws. Postoperative radiographs demonstrated failure of fixation on the left side, which was revised to a complex primary arthroplasty. This case demonstrates both the diagnostic and management challenges associated with TOH.

BACKGROUND
Transient osteoporosis of the hip (TOH) is an uncommon and poorly understood pathology. Although more prevalent within the male population, it is also reported in the third trimester of pregnancy and is associated with fragility fractures. In 1959, Curtiss and Kincaid reported several cases of TOH, all following a self-limiting prognosis with full recovery post partum.1

The proposed incidence of TOH is likely to be inaccurate, due to the non-specific nature of symptoms and the reluctance of medical practitioners and prospective mothers to proceed with radiographic investigations.2 Significant differential diagnoses include avascular necrosis (AVN) of the femoral head, osteomyelitis, metastatic lesions, septic arthritis and femoral neck stress fractures.3 4 Diagnosis using magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is gold standard and classically shows diffuse bone marrow oedema within the femoral head and neck, with associated joint effusion.5 6 This is visible as a reduction in signal intensity on T1-weighted images and a relative increase within T2-weighted images.3 7 Furthermore, the use of MRI enables differentiation between TOF1 and AVN, which can present initially in a similar manner.

Typical presentation in pregnancy is of atraumatic acute onset hip pain in the third trimester, which may significantly affect mobility.3 TOH associated with pregnancy may affect both hips, although this is rare.8 9 Associated fractures are a serious complication which can occur at any point in the disease process, although the majority have been reported post partum.4 9 10–12 Due to the limited numbers of reported cases, and variation in gestation at the point of diagnosis, there is no consensus on optimal management. Despite this, in cases requiring operative intervention, several authors report efforts to preserve the femoral head where possible, irrespective of the fracture pattern.9 10 Nonetheless, rates of failure are high, and many proceed to arthroplasty, as in our case study.10 13 Duckworth et al determined a failure rate of 32% in 122 patients ≤60 years of age undergoing surgical fixation for a displaced intracapsular fracture of the femoral neck. In addition, they determined that malreduction in both anteroposterior and lateral projections were not predictive of failure in this cohort.14

We describe the case of bilateral neck of femur fractures occurring in the third trimester of pregnancy, which presented a management challenge from both obstetric and orthopaedic perspectives. To our knowledge, this is the first case report to describe antepartum diagnosis and immediate management of this complex presentation.

CASE PRESENTATION
In February 2020, a 24-year-old woman, who was 34+2 weeks pregnant, presented to the emergency department with bilateral hip pain after feeling her legs ‘give way’ and falling from the doorway of her home. She described feeling a click in her left hip prior to the fall, followed by severe pain bilaterally on impact with immediate inability to weight bear. She sustained no other injuries and both lower limbs were neurovascularly intact. Obstetric examination revealed no concerning features. She reported having attended maternity triage twice in the preceding month with pelvic pain, which was managed with analgesia. Radiographic imaging was not conducted at that time due to the atraumatic presentation and the perceived risks to the fetus associated with radiation. Evidence suggests that the risk of acute radiation syndrome or developmental complications following a plain radiograph of the pelvis in the third trimester is minimal, however, this is not standard practice and maternal concern is expected.15

Her obstetric history included an uncomplicated twin pregnancy in 2015, which were delivered by lower segment caesarean section (LSCS). She had a high body mass index (BMI) (32.8) but was...
otherwise fit and well and did not take regular medications. She did not drink alcohol and was a non-smoker. Her family history included an uncle who was managed operatively for AVN of the femoral head at aged 25.

INVESTIGATIONS
Initial radiographic imaging demonstrated bilateral minimally displaced subcapital neck of femur fractures (figure 1). These radiographs were taken at emergency presentation at 34+2 weeks gestation following the patient's fall.

DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS
From the history, it was difficult to establish whether the patient's fall was the cause or consequence of her fractures. Specifically, the potential for pre-existing fractures, which became displaced following the fall, were considered. The possibility of atraumatic fractures widened the range of potential differential diagnoses. As TOH is a diagnosis of exclusion, AVN of the femoral head, osteomyelitis, metastatic lesions, femoral neck stress fractures and septic arthritis were the most significant pathologies to rule out.

The patient was afebrile on presentation, with no known risk factors for infection. Her inflammatory markers were not markedly elevated, which made both osteomyelitis and septic arthritis unlikely diagnoses. She had no history of current or previous malignancy, making a metastatic lesion improbable. Additionally, full length femur radiographs were unremarkable. Further investigations were complicated by her gestation, therefore computerised tomography (CT) scanning to assess for malignancy was not conducted.

MRI is gold standard in differentiating between AVN and TOH, however, conducting this preoperatively was clinically inappropriate, and contra-indicated postoperatively. When assessed in accordance with Steinberg staging, her plain radiographs had no features suggestive of AVN. Additionally, as this presentation mirrored others reported in the literature, TOH was considered to be the most likely underlying pathology.

TREATMENT
The patient underwent an emergency LSCS under general anaesthesia to facilitate concurrent internal fixation of both neck of femur fractures using 4-hole dynamic hip screws (DHS) and bilateral antirotation screws; a management plan generated by a multidisciplinary team including anaesthetists and obstetricians (figure 2A,B). She was encouraged to fully weight bear postoperatively, both to reduce her risk of venous thromboembolism, and allow her to fulfil childcare needs. Recovery from the LSCS was uncomplicated. Radiographic imaging of the left DHS four days later demonstrated failure, with displacement of the femoral head relative to the screw (figure 3). Consequently, she was advised to remain non-weight bearing on the left side and partially weight bearing on the right. Following an informed decision-making process, she elected to have the left side revised to a complex primary total hip replacement (THR) (Biomet G7 cup, S-ROM stem ceramic on ceramic bearing) (figure 4).

OUTCOME AND FOLLOW-UP
Six days after her THR, having satisfied the physiotherapists discharge criteria, the patient returned home. At this stage, she was instructed to mobilise with crutches, maintaining partial weight bearing status on the right leg for total of six weeks and full weight bearing on the left THR. Her recovery was complicated only by a superficial wound infection on the left side managed successfully with oral antibiotics.

On resolution of full weight bearing status, she was discharged from regular outpatient physiotherapy. A dual energy X-ray...
Medical management consists of bisphosphonates, alongside calcium and vitamin D replacement therapy, although these were not deficient in our patient. Her calcium level was 2.38 mmol/L and vitamin D 52 ng/mL. Furthermore, the patient’s DEXA scan revealed normal BMD two months post partum. These findings are in keeping with the transient disease course and have been replicated in other papers.

The choice of optimal surgical intervention to manage displaced subcapital neck of femur fractures in osteoporotic bone is contentious. DHS facilitates union through weight bearing, by allowing movement of the fracture fragments along the implant during axial loading. Traditionally three parallel cannulated screws had been preferred, although existing evidence, despite being underpowered, suggests fixed angle dynamic constructs such as DHS and rigid constructs such as intramedullary nails are not inferior with regards to rates of non-union. Based on this evidence, we elected for bilateral DHS with antirotation screws in order to preserve the femoral head and permit immediate weight bearing. Willis-Owen et al report this approach with a successful outcome. Our main concern remains the long-term risk of osteonecrosis, which has been reported following management with cannulated screws. Factors thought to contribute to development of osteonecrosis include postoperative weight bearing status, anatomical fracture reduction and time to fracture fixation. Our management using DHS aimed to reduce these factors by ensuring timely fixation that enabled immediate weight bearing. Several papers report primary management with arthroplasty, although insufficient time has lapsed to evaluate the associated complications in this population. It is widely accepted that preservation of the femoral head in young patients is preferable, due to their increased functional demands and subsequent requirement for revision.

While our intentions were to avoid arthroplasty, both the intraoperative challenges related to performing bilateral DHS for intracapsular fractures immediately after caesarean section, in addition to the patient’s high BMI and potentially reduced bone quality, lead to a suboptimal outcome. There is no isolated reason for failure of the DHS unilaterally. We considered patient factors such as BMD and unequal weight bearing alongside surgical factors such as implant positioning. Furthermore, intraoperative radiographic imaging demonstrated extension of the fracture on the left side into the femoral head, compromising anatomical reduction. Existing cadaveric studies demonstrate that BMD is a better predictor of screw purchase than bone age itself. Without performing DEXA scanning prior to fracture fixation, the BMD at the time of surgery could not be formally established and can only be assumed to be equal bilaterally. This case therefore demonstrates the complexities of managing this rare presentation, in order to achieve an acceptable balance between early postoperative mobilisation and the risk of procedure failure.

**Learning points**

- TOH is a diagnosis of exclusion, which is often missed antenatally.
- Gold standard diagnostic imaging is via MRI, which should be considered a safe modality in the third trimester.
- There is no consensus on optimal management for neck of femur fractures associated with TOH, but effort should be maintained to preserve the femoral head where possible.
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